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Thank you very much for downloading podcasting blueprint
step by step guide to a winning money making podcast from
microphone to marketing. As you may know, people have
search hundreds times for their favorite novels like this
podcasting blueprint step by step guide to a winning money
making podcast from microphone to marketing, but end up in
malicious downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of tea in the
afternoon, instead they juggled with some infectious bugs
inside their laptop.
podcasting blueprint step by step guide to a winning money
making podcast from microphone to marketing is available in
our book collection an online access to it is set as public so
you can get it instantly.
Our book servers spans in multiple countries, allowing you to
get the most less latency time to download any of our books
like this one.
Merely said, the podcasting blueprint step by step guide to a
winning money making podcast from microphone to
marketing is universally compatible with any devices to read
How to start a podcast | Podcast BlueprintBook Launch
Blueprint: How to Effectively Launch a Book for Sustained
Sales How to Start a Podcast 2020: Podcasting for Beginners
How to Start a Podcast (Complete Tutorial) �� Equipment
\u0026 Software 9 Step Seller Conversion Sequence- Steps 1
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Terry Podcast #119: 6 Steps to Stop Self-Sabotage + how to
identify your unique triggers to self-sabotage Listen to This
AMAZING Call with a REAL Seller Joe Rogan Experience
#752 - Mark Sisson The HMO Blueprint book launch
celebrating our 50th episode | The HMO Experience Property
Podcast 050 How To Write A Book In A Weekend: Serve
Humanity By Writing A Book | Chandler Bolt |
TEDxYoungstown Ep 77 | Mormon 7-9, Come Follow Me
(Nov 2-8) SPF Podcast 53: The 10K Book Launch How to
Record a Podcast // Step-by-Step [2020] Joe Rogan
Experience #1041- Dan Carlin Shadows of Drakkenheim
Episode 17: Do Ratlings Dream of Electric Sheep How To
Find A Profitable Product To Sell On Amazon (2020 Step-ByStep Tutorial) Podcast 131: The best diet for mental and brain
health according to a nutritional psychiatrist Podcast #86: 4
tips to help drastically reduce anxiety in your life How Amazon
FBA Works \u0026 How To Make Money From It In 2020
How To Ship To Amazon's Warehouse STEP BY STEP ��
How To Sell On Amazon FBA For Beginners (2020 - Step-ByStep Tutorial) 3 Mindset Changes That Made Me Rich
Success Summit Episode 3 - Success talk with parikhsit
jobanputra Is This the Best MCAT Prep Course?? Blueprint
MCAT Course Review Are you finally ready to #bossup your
finances? The 3 Steps to a Breakthrough | Tony Robbins
Podcast Bar Remodel Progress with a lot of Surprises!
Podcast To Book: How To Turn Your Book Into A Podcast
The 7-Step Blueprint For Building A 7-Figure Amazon FBA
Ecommerce Business (2020)Podcast #69: Why do we forget
things + 5 Steps to improve your memory Podcasting
Blueprint Step By Step
By the end, you’ll know exactly how to make a podcast, and
hopefully be motivated to do it as soon as possible! Here are
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Podcast name, topic & aims. Planning your Podcast Episode
format. Recording your Podcast with the right gear and
software.

How to Start a Podcast: Every Single Step for 2020
The step-by-step system for making your podcast a BIG
podcast… In Big Podcast Blueprint, I’ll walk you through the
step-by-step process to grow a bigger audience for your
podcast and turn it into the ultimate marketing tool for you and
your business. Once you get your big podcast set up, you’ll
become unstoppable.
Big Podcast Blueprint
Here Are 14 Ultimate Step By Step Podcasting Guide Step
1.Know Your Purpose. First, be clear about the purpose of
starting a podcast. Podcasting is all about building your
authority on some issues related to your business and
providing your target audience some engaging and
entertaining content.
How To Start A Podcast : The Ultimate Step By Step ...
[PDF] Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A
Winning Money Making Podcast From Microphone
[PDF] Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A ...
Read Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A
Winning Money Making Podcast From Microphone. Report.
Browse more videos ...
Read Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A
Winning ...
File Name: Podcasting Blueprint Step By Step Guide To A
Winning Money Making Podcast From Microphone To
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Category: Book Uploaded: 2020 Oct 27, 05:24 Rating: 4.6/5
from 749 votes.
Podcasting Blueprint Step By Step Guide To A Winning
Money ...
Starting a podcast has been one of the best decisions I've
ever made, but more on that later. In this complete tutorial,
you're going to learn how to start a podcast, step-bystep.Podcasting can be totally confusing, but I'm going to
make it easy and doable for you.
How to Start a Podcast in 2020: A Step-By-Step Podcasting
...
Read PDF Podcasting Blueprint Step By Step Guide To A
Winning Money Making Podcast From Microphone To
Marketing inspiring the brain to think bigger and faster can be
undergone by some ways. Experiencing, listening to the other
experience, adventuring, studying, training, and more
practical events may support you to improve.
Podcasting Blueprint Step By Step Guide To A Winning
Money ...
Step by Step “Do it yourself” Tutorial; Coaching – 2 – 1 Hour
Sessions; Call 1 – Clarifying Purpose of Podcast; Call 2 –
Identify Challenges and Strategy; Video Series: Creation to
Lauch Overview; Hosting 101; Podcast Editing 101 ;
Marketing 101; How To Hire Freelancers; Creating Content;
Booking Guests
Podcast Blueprint | Reach your clients faster with podcasting!
Ross Winn is the founder of Podcast Insights, the industryleading podcast education site. He has helped thousands of
people start and grow a podcast and loves to test out new
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How To Start A Podcast: A Complete Step-By-Step Tutorial ...
He founded The Product Startup to provide a step-by-step
blueprint to aspiring product creators wanting to bring their
own ideas to market. Product development is NOT a straight
A to B shot His core guiding principle for product development
and going to market is to iterate quickly, run small tests,
repeat the tests and alter your product.
[PODCAST] PRODUCT CREATORS' BLUEPRINT - Step by
Step to ...
Once you have your podcast format, approximate show
length, and publishing schedule, you're ready to invest in
podcast equipment. Step 3: Podcast recording equipment and
software. Podcasts have a low barrier to entry; if you want to
start a podcast, it's relatively easy to begin the process with
little overhead or experience.
How to Start a Podcast - The Step by Step Guide
In this step-by-step guide, I'll cover the following: Why you
should start a podcast; What's your purpose? Who's your
audience? Writing your show description; Picking a name;
Designing a podcast cover; A recommended podcast
recording setup: solo, in-person interviews and remote;
Editing your podcast episodes; Choosing a podcast hosting
and distribution service
How to start a podcast in 2020: A step-by-step guide for ...
Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A Winning
Money Making Podcast From Microphone To Marketing Kindle edition by Sherrod, Christopher. Download it once and
read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use
features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while
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Amazon.com: Podcasting Blueprint: Step By Step Guide To A
...
First, you will need to create an RSS feed. If you have
uploaded your podcast on Libsyn, you can skip this step.
Libsync does the feed creation for you. Go to iTunes and
select “Podcasts” from the menu on the top. Click on “Submit
a Podcast” option that you’ll find under Quick Links in the
right column. Write down your feed URL.
Podcasting for Beginners: A Reliable Guide to Get You ...
Truly the ultimate podcast training course whether you're new
to podcasting or you're looking to improve your existing
podcast - and you don't have to take out a bank loan to
attend! I am going to show you step by step how I created a
top ranked podcast in iTunes, acquire high profile guests and
monetize my podcast.
The Podcast Blueprint | Udemy
2. Release your podcast on a regular schedule so that your
audience relies on your upload cadence and integrate your
podcast into their podcast listening routine. 3. Design an eyecatching podcast cover art that stands out in the search
results. This podcast icon image should definitely include your
podcast logo for maximum brand awareness.
How To Design Podcast Cover: Step by Step Guide | Logo
and ...
Once you have the right podcasting equipment, you will be
ready for the next step: planning and recording the podcast
episode. Step 4. Planning Your First Few Podcast Episodes.
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you need to make. 1. Episode content

How to Start Your Own Podcast (Step by Step) - Web Design
Tips
This form collects information we will use to send you
podcasting-related updates with tips, offers, and news. We
will not share or sell your personal information. You can
unsubscribe at any time. 50%. Before you go! Don’t miss this
FREE checklist, “20 things you should do before recording
every podcast episode”!
How to start a podcast in 10 steps
Step by step is a way of breaking down the complex tasks
that millions of people use GOV.UK to do, such as getting
married or divorced, into clear and complete user journeys.
There are more than 40 step by step journeys live on
GOV.UK. In May, the team won a D&AD Award for Service
Design. In this episode, Kate and Sam tell GDS Writer, Laura
...

From NPR comes the definitive guide to podcasting—featuring
step-by-step advice on how to find a unique topic, tell the best
stories, and engage the most listeners, as well as the secrets
that will take your pod to the next level. Whoever you are,
whatever you love, there’s a podcast audience waiting for
you, and in today’s booming audio storytelling landscape, it’s
never been easier to share your voice with the world. But
while the barrier to entry for podcast production is relatively
low (just the cost of a mic and a laptop), the learning curve is
steep—and quality matters. That’s where NPR comes in. In
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NPR’s extensive educational materials and army of
talent—from recognizable hosts, such as Guy Raz (How I Built
This), Gene Demby (Code Switch), Linda Holmes (Pop
Culture Happy Hour), and Yowei Shaw (Invisibilia), to
indispensable behind-the-scenes players, such as producers,
engineers, and editors—to guide aspiring podcasters through
the conception, creation, and launch of a podcast. Part
master class, part candid informational interview with the best
in the business, this book is a must-read for anyone who
wants to make their dream of starting a podcast a reality.

"If you're starting your show from scratch and you're doing
everything yourself, then you need all the help you can
get.While recording and publishing your own podcast may
sound simple enough, there are actually a lot of things that
happen behind the scenes. Planning and creating content,
editing your podcast audio files, marketing and promoting
your show will take its toll on you if you don't know what
you're doing.Podcasting Profit Secrets is a step-by-step
blueprint for launching a profitable Podcast.Here's what you'll
discover in this course:The importance of branding and
building a community around your brand.The 4-step process
to finding the perfect niche for your show (yes, it's extremely
important you pick the right niche).The one secret no one tells
you about monetizing your podcast.How to quickly get in the
right mindset to start - and commit - to your podcast.5 of the
most essential tools you need for podcasting success.The
right way to develop your podcast and establish yourself as a
trustworthy expert in your niche. Why you should start your
own podcast as soon as possible.The easiest way - and top
tools to use - to organize your podcast content.How to sound
like a professional podcaster - even though you're totally new
to the podcasting game! The not-so-widely known technique
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never upload your podcast files to your web hosting
provider.The top places where you can promote your show
and grow your audience like a chia-pet.How to attract the
right advertisers to sponsor your show.And so much more!"

If you’re starting your show from scratch and you’re doing
everything yourself, then you need all the help you can get.
While recording and publishing your own podcast may sound
simple enough, there are actually a lot of things that happen
behind the scenes. Planning and creating content, editing
your podcast audio files, marketing and promoting your show
will take its toll on you if you don’t know what you’re doing.
Podcasting Profit Secrets is a step-by-step blueprint for
launching a profitable Podcast. Here's what you'll discover in
this course: The importance of branding and building a
community around your brand. The 4-step process to finding
the perfect niche for your show (yes, it’s extremely important
you pick the right niche). The one secret no one tells you
about monetizing your podcast. How to quickly get in the right
mindset to start – and commit – to your podcast. 5 of the most
essential tools you need for podcasting success. The right
way to develop your podcast and establish yourself as a
trustworthy expert in your niche. Why you should start your
own podcast as soon as possible. The easiest way – and top
tools to use – to organize your podcast content. How to sound
like a professional podcaster – even though you’re totally new
to the podcasting game! The not-so-widely known technique
to cut down on your podcast editing time. Why you should
never upload your podcast files to your web hosting provider.
The top places where you can promote your show and grow
your audience like a chia-pet. How to attract the right
advertisers to sponsor your show.
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Passion, Grow Your Audience Rapidly And Earn $1000's
Every Single Month... Do you want to start your own podcast?
Do you want to earn a full time income podcasting about your
passion? Do you want to provide endless amounts of value to
your listeners & build your own tribe of raving fans? These
days, it seems like everyone and their Dog are starting a
Podcast. So, the question then becomes how can you stand
out? How can you grow your podcast rapidly, build an
audience and actually make this a successful endeavor. Not
only that, but how can you master every step of the process,
such as the hosting, casting, making & growing of the podcast
so that you have the highest quality podcast possible. Each of
us have our unique voice that deserves to be heard, but we
just don't know where to begin. That is where this book will
help you. We've packed it with actionable step by step advice
so you can transform your huge ideas and dreams, into a
successful & sustainable Podcast. After all, Podcasts are the
fastest growing form of Media around, but this doesn't mean
they're easy to create and sustain, in fact, in such a fast
growing world, it is absolutely essential that you know how to
create an amazing show, build your ideal audience and
monetize so you can eat more than PB& J sandwiches for
dinner. Anyways, here's a slither of what's inside... How To
Get Your First 1000 Listeners (It's Far Easier Than You
Think) Discover Your 'Why' Around Starting Your Podcast &
Uncover The Unlimited Motivation You Have Within How To
Uncover What Your Show Is Truly About & How To Use A
Simple 'Pitch' To Attract Advertisers & Sponsors A Step By
Step Guide To Uncovering Your Ideal Listener And Crafting
Your Very Own Listener Avatar Why You Need To Structure
Every Show You Do & Exactly How To Create Your Own
Show 'Blueprint' For Every Episode A Precise Guide To All
The Equipment And Gear You Need For Your Podcasting
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Podcast Host How To Get Incredible Guests To Come On
Your Show 4 Ways To Monetize Your Podcast While Keeping
Your Integrity In Check 3 Simple, Yet Wildly Effective, Ways
For Handling Your Critics Why You Should NEVER Simply
Copy Top Podcasters And Expect The Same Success (And
What To Do Instead) The 3 Step Formula For Teasing Your
Audience About The Upcoming Episode And Skyrocket Your
Regular Viewers How To Follow Up With A Guest After The
Episode So They NEVER Forget About Your Show And Are
Sure To Come Back For More Episodes! And That Is Barely
Scratching The Surface! Even if you've NEVER created any
kind of video in your life, even if you have ZERO idea how to
build a loyal audience you can monetize and even if you have
no idea how you can even get guests for your Podcast, this
book will show you exactly how to turn your idea into a wildly
successful Podcast starting today! So, If You Want The Easy
To Follow Blueprint For Starting Your Podcast & Turning Your
Passion Into A Hugely Successful Career While Building An
Audience That Loves Your Work, Then Scroll Up And Click
"Add To Cart."
An inspiring, comprehensive, step-by-step guide to creating a
hit show, So You Want to Start a Podcast covers everything
from hosting and guest booking to editing and marketing while offering plenty of encouragement and insider stories
along the way. Though they are the fastest-growing form of
media, podcasts can actually be tricky to create—and even
harder to sustain. Few know the secrets of successfully
creating a knockout podcast better than Kristen Meinzer. An
award-winning commentator, producer, and former director of
nonfiction programming for Slate’s sister company, Panoply,
Meinzer has also hosted three successful podcasts, reaching
more than ten million listeners. Now, she shares her
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information and guidance to work smarter, not harder as they
start their own audio forum. Meinzer believes that we each
have a unique voice that deserves to be heard. But many of
us may need some help transforming our ideas into reality.
So You Want to Start a Podcast asks the tough but important
questions to help budding podcasters define and achieve
their goals, including: Why do you want to start a podcast?
Think about specifically why you want to start a podcast
versus a blog, zine, YouTube channel, Instagram feed, or
other media outlet. Find out if a podcast is really the best way
to tell your story—and what you really need (and don’t need!)
in order to get started. What is your show about? For any
advertiser, corporate partner, or press outlet, you need a
snappy pitch. How would you describe what you want to do in
two to three sentences? Who is your podcast for? Who are
you trying to reach? How will your content and tone appeal to
those listeners? How is your show going to be structured?
Create a step-by-step map planning the show out. Think
about length, segments, interviews, advice, news reads, and
other aspects of successful podcasts you can adapt for your
own. With this motivational how-to guide—the only one on the
subject available—you’ll find the smart, bottom-line advice and
inspiration you need to produce an entertaining and
informative podcast and promote it to an audience that will
love it. So You Want to Start a Podcast gives you the tools
you need to start a podcast—and the insight to keep it thriving!

Discover How You Can Start Your Own Podcast Around Your
Passion, Grow Your Audience Rapidly And Earn $1000's
Every Single Month... Do you want to start your own podcast?
Do you want to earn a full time income podcasting about your
passion? Do you want to provide endless amounts of value to
your listeners & build your own tribe of raving fans? These
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Podcast. So, the question then becomes how can you stand
out? How can you grow your podcast rapidly, build an
audience and actually make this a successful endeavor. Not
only that, but how can you master every step of the process,
such as the hosting, casting, making & growing of the podcast
so that you have the highest quality podcast possible. Each of
us have our unique voice that deserves to be heard, but we
just don't know where to begin. That is where this book will
help you. We've packed it with actionable step by step advice
so you can transform your huge ideas and dreams, into a
successful & sustainable Podcast. After all, Podcasts are the
fastest growing form of Media around, but this doesn't mean
they're easy to create and sustain, in fact, in such a fast
growing world, it is absolutely essential that you know how to
create an amazing show, build your ideal audience and
monetize so you can eat more than PB& J sandwiches for
dinner. Anyways, here's a slither of what's inside... How To
Get Your First 1000 Listeners (It's Far Easier Than You
Think) Discover Your 'Why' Around Starting Your Podcast &
Uncover The Unlimited Motivation You Have Within How To
Uncover What Your Show Is Truly About & How To Use A
Simple 'Pitch' To Attract Advertisers & Sponsors A Step By
Step Guide To Uncovering Your Ideal Listener And Crafting
Your Very Own Listener Avatar Why You Need To Structure
Every Show You Do & Exactly How To Create Your Own
Show 'Blueprint' For Every Episode A Precise Guide To All
The Equipment And Gear You Need For Your Podcasting
Journey 5 Must Know Tips For Becoming An Amazing
Podcast Host How To Get Incredible Guests To Come On
Your Show 4 Ways To Monetize Your Podcast While Keeping
Your Integrity In Check 3 Simple, Yet Wildly Effective, Ways
For Handling Your Critics Why You Should NEVER Simply
Copy Top Podcasters And Expect The Same Success (And
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Audience About The Upcoming Episode And Skyrocket Your
Regular Viewers How To Follow Up With A Guest After The
Episode So They NEVER Forget About Your Show And Are
Sure To Come Back For More Episodes! And That Is Barely
Scratching The Surface! Even if you've NEVER created any
kind of video in your life, even if you have ZERO idea how to
build a loyal audience you can monetize and even if you have
no idea how you can even get guests for your Podcast, this
book will show you exactly how to turn your idea into a wildly
successful Podcast starting today! So, If You Want The Easy
To Follow Blueprint For Starting Your Podcast & Turning Your
Passion Into A Hugely Successful Career While Building An
Audience That Loves Your Work, Then Scroll Up And Click
"Add To Cart."
Want to set up a podcast but haven't a clue how to get
started? This book will show you how! In this complete A-Z of
how to start a podcast, Paul Teague, a former BBC radio
presenter and the host of over 400 podcast episodes, talks
you through the process every step of the way. Combining 18
years of radio broadcasting experience and 5 years of
podcasting experience, Paul has brought together a
comprehensive collection of tips, techniques and strategies
which you won't be able to read about anywhere else. He'll
even show you how you can set up and run your podcast for
free! In this book, you will discover: How to plan your podcast
using radio show tips which will make your presentation stand
out How to launch your first podcast episodes, even if you
hate tech and you're on a tight budget How to interview like a
BBC broadcaster and avoid common mistakes which all the
amateurs make How to avoid costly, over-technical and
unnecessary rigs which will slow down your podcast launch
How to use your microphone so that you sound like you've
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that it gets found fast by the search engines How to deploy
ninja tricks to make money from your podcast without ever
asking for a dime How to use time-saving techniques and
tools to speed up your podcasting processes How to plan
long-term to ensure you hit 10 episodes, 50 episodes, 100
episodes and beyond How to find and grow your audience
using simple tools which will cost you nothing This informationpacked podcasting guide gives you wall-to-wall, hands-on
and practical advice without overwhelming you with science.
If you want to get your podcast started fast - and without
breaking the bank - start reading Paul Teague's 'How To Start
A Podcast' today!
Building and Launching a Podcast to Attract Ideal Clients
(Customers, Patients, and Members) Isn't Difficult. All You
Need is an Experienced Guide with A Proven Blueprint You
Can Follow!But first a warning, this book is not for everyone.
This book is not focused on convincing you to start a podcast
or showing you how to make your podcast a top-ranked show
in iTunes. Instead, this book is about how to create an
effective, powerful, strategic sales tool for your business, in
the form of a podcast.The Profitable Podcast Blueprint is all
about saving time and creating amazing results.If you are
reading these words right now, there's a good chance you are
searching for help starting a podcast-one that will differentiate
your business, position you as an authority and bring highvalue new clients into your business.There is no shortage of
how to start a podcast books or books on how to build a
successful podcast, however, what I share in The Profitable
Podcast Blueprint is different for many reasons, including:?
You can create and launch a profitable podcast in 90-days or
less quickly and easily-big benefits for you!? A profitable
podcast is magnetic and irresistible to your perfect prospectsPage 15/18
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designed to appeal to today's busy, often skeptical
consumers.? My specific, direct-response marketing blueprint
for creating and launching a podcast that consistently brings
high-value new clients into your core business.The Profitable
Podcast Blueprint is about building a podcast that
magnetically attracts your perfect prospects so you can
consistently convert them into paying clients.Not only that, but
this book also (which should take you only about 90-minutes
to read), shares these value bombs:? The #1 benefit your
podcast can (and should) be giving you.? The ONE thing that
will cause your podcast to fall flat ? and how to avoid it.? The
critical first step before recording your first episode.? The
critical second step before recording your second episode.
Learn how to take your idea and transform it into a hit show
with Podcast.co's step-by-step blueprint for success
Podcasting for Learning in Universitiesdetails several
examples of research to practice for the successful use of
podcasts in Higher Education, drawing from studies in the
UK, Australia and South Africa. The book offers a practical
transferable model and guidelines for integrating podcasts in
higher education contexts. There is a dedicated website
atwww.podcastingforlearning.comwith further links and
examples. "The sheer range of ideas for using podcasts
shown by the case studies, will hopefully spark off a number
of ideas for ways in which practice in one subject can be reused in another. Case studies covering reflective learning,
active learning, students voices, fieldwork, distance learning
and learning transferable skills, show that podcasts are
flexible enough as a medium to deliver effective learning
outcomes regardless of the subject." ESCalate, 2nd October
2008.To read more of the ESCalate reviewclick here. "This
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readers - it is practical, yet derived from research; it is
focused on student learning, yet has a technical component;
it is leading-edge, yet it draws on many case studies."
Professor Robin Mason, The Open University, UK "I
recommend this book to all academics in higher education."
Peter Bullen, Ford Professor of Automotive Engineering,
University of Hertfordshire, UK "This book shows how
podcasts can help transform the teaching and learning
experience in Higher Education...a blueprint for podcast use."
Professor David Nicol, University of Strathclyde, Scotland
"The students' views are represented strongly throughout the
book, which helps to make it a compelling and extremely
worthwhile read." Dr Linda Creanor, Glasgow Caledonian
University, Scotland "Finally, a Podcasting Bible for
education!" Mazlan Hasan, Senior Instructional Designer,
National Institute of Education, Singapore "The 10-step
pedagogic model for developing podcasting provides an
essential step-by-step guide for anyone venturing into this
area for the first time." Richard Wallis, TwoFour Learning
"After reading this book, I am attracted to offering another
flexible learning choice. Podcasting affords active learning
whether individual, cooperative or collaborative contributions,
either formal or informal." Denise Nelson, Course Designer,
SIAST Virtual Campus, Canada Contributors:Marialuisa
Aliotta, Simon Bates, David Bell, Keith Brunton, Chris Cane,
Annette Cashmore, Claire Chambers, Brian Cox, Chris
Dennett, Stuart Downward, Palitha Edirisingha, John
Fothergill, Derek France, Martin Jenkins, Mark J. W. Lee,
David Livingstone, Jo Lonsdale, Kenny Lynch, Raymond
Macharia, Matthew Mobbs, Richard Mobbs, Nick Mount, Dick
Ng'ambi, Ming Nie, Chris Ribchester, Libby Rothwell, Gilly
Salmon, Nick Short, Adam Stevens, John Traxler, Belinda
Tynan and Kim Whittlestone.
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